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GRIN Verlag Jun 2013, 2013. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 210x148x4 mm. This item is
printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject
English - Applied Geography, grade: sehr gut, University of Innsbruck (Translationswissenschaften),
language: English, abstract: The Female Eunuch, Germaine Greer (1970)Germaine Greer was born in
1939 in Melbourne, but spent most of her life inEngland. She is a writer, broadcaster and professor
of English andcomparative studies.The main themes of her literary activity are art and literature,
abortion andinfertility and she was one of the most important supporters of the
women'smovement and was an engaged representative of feminism.With 'The Female Eunuch' 'she
broke taboos and changed the lives of awhole generation of women.'1.Her book is a statement
against establishment and she fights the stereotypicalideal of the 'Feminine'. Besides this she
writes about men's hatred of womenand how man 'waylays women for the sake of finding sexual
release' p. 268.Germaine Greer shocked the public by describing her experiences of lesbiansex,
rape, abortion, infertility, failed marriage and menopause.She writes about marriage 'Experience is
too costly a teacher: we cannot allmarry in order to investigate the situation. The older sisters must
teach uswhat...
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ReviewsReviews

Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loyal Grady-- Loyal Grady

An extremely great ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. It is full of knowledge and wisdom Its been printed in an exceedingly straightforward way in
fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this publication by which really transformed me, alter the way i believe.
-- Spencer Fritsch-- Spencer Fritsch
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